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ART & PHOTOGRPAHY 
Plans for Year KS4 Curriculum 2019-20 

 
 

Year 10 
Fine Art 

Organic/mechanic - Intro to art 2D 

Students study natural and man-made forms 

from observation and the study of Art and 

artists. They use a large variety of experimental 

techniques and practices to expand their skills 

and knowledge. Students will produce a variety 

of outcomes in 2D mediums, combining some of 

them and refining their work to produce final 

pieces of their own design. 

Organic/mechanic - Intro to art 3D 

Students use their study natural and man-

made forms from 2D observation and the 

work of artists and select secondary 3D 

artwork to take inspiration from. Students 

will produce a variety of outcomes in 3D 

mediums, combining some of them and 

refining their work to produce final pieces in 

a medium of their choice 

Independent coursework project 

Student’s start their final coursework project 

and have authorship of the topic and subjects 

of their study.  

Teachers coach the students through their 

studies with mentoring, students follow the 

exam board assessment objectives to attain 

the marks they need to achieve coursework 

marks. 

Year 11 
Fine Art 

Independent coursework project 

Students continue their independent projects 

which culminate in a mock exam in December 

and give them their coursework result for their 

GCSE.  

Externally set assignment  

AQA set assignment given and students pick 

which title to complete and complete 

preparation work until their 10 hour 

controlled period. 

Externally set assignment continued 

AQA set assignment given and students pick 

which title to complete and complete 

preparation work until their 10 hour 

controlled period. 

Year 10 
Photography 

Portraiture 

Students study a range of photography 

techniques and photographers to develop their 

basic photography skills through the topic of 

Portraiture. Students will expand their 

Spaces 

Students develop their photography skills 

further through the topic of Spaces.  

Students will explore different workshops, 

location photography/visits, 

Independent coursework project 

Student’s start their final coursework project 

and have authorship of the topic and subjects 

of their study.  
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knowledge through, practical workshops, gallery 

visits, experimentation, and further 

Photographer/artist research and image analysis.  

Students will produce a variety of outcomes and 

refining their work to produce a final outcome.   

experimentation with enhanced materials 

and processes.  

Students will produce a variety of outcomes 

in both digital and manual mediums, 

combining some of them and refining their 

work to produce a final piece of their choice. 

Teachers coach the students through their 

studies with mentoring, students follow the 

exam board assessment objectives to attain 

the marks they need to achieve coursework 

marks. 

 

Year 11 
Photography 

Independent coursework project 

Students continue their independent projects 

which culminate in a mock exam in December 

and give them their coursework result for their 

GCSE. 

Externally set assignment  

AQA set assignment given and students pick 

which title to complete and complete 

preparation work until their 10 hour 

controlled period. 

Externally set assignment continued 

AQA set assignment given and students pick 

which title to complete and complete 

preparation work until their 10 hour 

controlled period. 

 

 
 
 

 


